

Romeo and Juliet Discussion ?s


ACT I

  1.  What would you sacrifice for love?


  2.  How does Samson begin the quarrel with Montague’s servant?


  3.  What is Benvolio’s relationship to Romeo?


  4.  According to Romeo, what vow has Rosaline taken?


  5.  How old is Juliet?


  6.  How do Benvolio and Romeo learn about Capulet’s feast?


  7.  Where does Juliet see Paris for the first time?


  8.  How are Juliet and Tybalt related?


  9.  According to Mercutio, what creature visits people at night and 	influences their dreams?


10.  Why does Tybalt send for his sword during the feast?


11.  How do Romeo and Juliet learn each other’s identity?

12.  Why do you think Shakespeare never explains how the quarrel between 	the Montagues and the Capulets began?



13.  Why does the Prince respond as he does to the latest outburst?


14.  Why does Benvolio want Romeo to attend Capulet’s feast?


15.  Is love fickle?


16.  What’s Tybalt’s p.o.v. of the Montagues?


17.  What sacrifices would you make for a friend?



*************************************************************
ACT II

  1.  What danger does Romeo risk by entering Capulet’s garden?


  2.  How can you tell that Romeo loved Juliet?


  3.  Before parting, what decision do Romeo and Juliet come to?


  4.  What does Romeo want Friar Laurence to do for him?


  5.  Why might Romeo’s request seem a little rash or odd?


  6.  What message does Romeo ask the Nurse to give to Juliet?


  7.  Why has Tybalt sent a letter to the Montagues?


  8.  What excuse does Juliet use for going to Friar Laurence’s cell?


  9.  How does Romeo plan to enter Juliet’s house?


10.  Scene 2 takes place in the Capulet orchard late at night after the party.  	In what 2 ways does darkness influence what happens in the scene?


11.  The balcony scene is famous for its poetry.  Which lover uses image of 	light?  Which one uses images of flowers and birds?  Find lines in 	which they express their feelings for each other through these images.


12.  What concern does Friar Laurence express in Scene 6 about the 	relationship between Romeo and Juliet?



*************************************************************
ACT III

  1.  At the beginning of Act III, why does Benvolio advise Mercutio to 	leave the streets of Verona?


  2.  Why does Romeo refuse to accept Tybalt’s challenge?  How does 	Mercutio interpret Romeo’s actions?  Why does he decide to fight 	Tybalt?
  


  3.  How is Romeo punished by the Prince?


  4.  How does the Nurse confuse Juliet when she first reports what 	happened in Verona?


  5.  Who does the Nurse say she will bring to comfort Juliet in her grief?


  6.  What does Romeo threaten to do to himself when he sees Friar 	Laurence?


  7.  How does Friar Laurence help Romeo?


  8.  What does Capulet threaten to do if Juliet refuses to marry Paris?


  9. What is the Nurse’s advice to Juliet?  Why do you suppose Juliet 	pretends to be comforted by the Nurse?  What has she realized that 	she must do?


10.  Is there a modern equivalent of the punishment of banishment?  Is 	banishment really worse than death as Romeo imagines?  Why 	doesn’t Juliet simply decide to join Romeo in Mantua?



*************************************************************
ACT IV

  1.  What excuse does Juliet give to meet with Friar Laurence?


  2.  What does Juliet threaten to do when she sees Friar Laurence?

  3.  What does Friar Laurence give to Juliet?


  4.  What is Friar Laurence’s plan?


  5.  According to Paris, why has Capulet moved up the date for the 	wedding?


  6.  How is Juliet reconciled to her father?


  7.  What is Juliet’s backup plan if Friar Laurence’s plan fails?


  8.  Why are Juliet’s parents so upset/confused over what happened to her?


  9.  Where is Juliet buried?


10.  Why do you think Friar Laurence doesn’t tell Paris that Juliet is already 	married to Romeo?


11.  From the p.o.v. of her parents, the Nurse, and Paris, what must have 	been the cause of Juliet’s death?


12.  Juliet deceives her father in Scene 2.  Is she being punished for her 	deception?



*************************************************************
ACT V

  1.  Who brings Romeo the news of Juliet’s death?
  2.  Why does Romeo have to bribe the apothecary?


  3.  What messenger fails to deliver Friar Laurence’s letter to Romeo?


  4.  What reason does Romeo give Balthasar for entering Capulet’s tomb?


  5.  What does Romeo ask Balthasar to deliver to his father?


  6.  When Paris sees Romeo in the tomb, what does he assume?


  7.  Why does Paris come to Juliet’s tomb?  What effect does Paris’ last 	request have on Romeo?


  8.  Whose forgiveness does Romeo ask before he kills himself?


  9.  How are Juliet’s last actions in the play typical of her?  Where else does 	she act with such decisiveness?

10.  What suspects do the watchmen bring before the Prince?


11.  Which of the Prince’s kinsmen have died?


12.  How does Montague plan to honor Juliet?


13.  What does the Prince mean when he says “all are punished”?  What 	does he see as his own mistake?


14.  What good has come of the deaths of Romeo and Juliet?
